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Pre-hire negotiations: Severance packages new buzzword among would-be India 
Inc CEOs 
 
Do you talk divorce at the time of marriage? Definitely not. But what about a pre-
nuptial agreement before tying the knot? Maybe. Many would-be India Inc CEOs are 
doing just that. Severance packages, rarely discussed till recently, are now common in 
pre-hire negotiations.  
 
"The increased conversations around severance are a change of business norms," says 
Purvi Sheth, CEO of executive search firm Shilputsi Consultants. "Termination is 
now less of an emotional issue; it is a reality for both companies and individuals."  
 
Head-hunters like Sheth talk of many such deals now being signed.  
 
_ A global, diversified company recently offered six months' salary as severance pay 
when it hired the top three executives for its Indian ITeS subsidiary. The reason: there 
were rumours that the global parent may soon sell the ITeS business. "We advised the 
client to proactively offer a severance clause," says Jyorden Ishering Misra, managing 
director of Spearhead Intersearch, an executive search firm. The severance package 
was crucial to attract talent. The rumours came true eventually.  
 
_ A soon-to-be-hired CEO of an Indian manufacturing company popped the severance 
question after agreeing on compensation and stock options. "No eyebrows were 
raised," says Sheth. "Severance may not be the first thing to be discussed, but is an 
important element before closure." Sheth recalls only one such instance, back in 1998, 
when the candidate sent the employer into a tizzy by bringing up the subject.  
 
_ A $200-million IT company hired a head of US operations recently, taking three 
months to negotiate the pay and severance package.  
 
_ A global financial services major decided to open a new business, but realised it 
would need a different profile for a senior executive it had hired earlier. The 
severance benefit for the incumbent, which Spearhead InterSearch negotiated, turned 
out to be 18 months' pay.  
 
_Another MNC start-up made an offer, but changed its mind after the candidate quit 
his current job. It made peace with a severance package equal to three months' pay 
plus benefits, says Varda Pendse, director at Cerebrus Consultants, an HR 
consultancy.  
 
Now, it is not just CEOs, severance packages are also being designed for the top four 
to five positions in a company. "It is increasingly be-coming a formal process, where 
the dos and don'ts of the exit are clearly stated," says Cerebrus' Pendse.  
 
Earlier this year, co-CEOs of Wipro, Girish Paranjpe and Suresh Vaswani, each 
received Rs 7 crore as their golden handshake. The buzz around severance packages 
is growing. Quite a few CEOs have been fired recently as companies focus ruthlessly 



on growth and profits in a volatile environment. Competition is intense and business 
cycles are shorter.  
 
"Circumstances change quickly. As a CEO, if I don't have the ability to adapt and 
perform, it's a concern for me and the company," says R Suresh, MDIndia, Stanton 
Chase International, an executive search firm. Vivek Ahuja, MD, Confiar 
Consultants, another such search firm, adds: "At the level of CEOs, a person is at a 
point of no-return."  
 
At the same time, the market is running out of talent and CEOs are negotiating 
bulging pay-packets. Naturally, expectations on perform-ance have risen too, 
sometimes to unrealistic levels. "The risk-reward equation was redrawn, and 
incoming CEOs de-manded protection if projects did not take off," adds Suresh. 
There are other risks too.  
 
"CEOs who join VC-funded companies are aware of exit compulsions and want a 
severance package to safeguard themselves," says Anandorup Ghose, solution head, 
executive com-pensation and governance, Aon Hewitt. When a golden parachute 
clause is in place, the CEO does not need to press the panic button when the VC sells 
out to another investor who might want the busi-ness to be run differently.  
 
"A severance package typically includes fixed cash equivalent of six to 12 months' 
pay plus variable pay along with immediate vesting of stock," says Suresh of Stanton 
Chase. But the caveat is that severance should be "without cause". If the CEO is fired 
for reasons like falsifica-tion or even consistent non-performance, severance is not 
paid. But there are no rules or benchmarks here; everything is negotiated.  
 
"There is no employment or industrial law that governs CEO compen-sation. The 
(employment) contract governs it," says Manishi Pathak, senior partner, corporate 
practice, at law firm Kochhar and Company. Talk of severance pay first hit Indian 
shores when local companies started hiring expat CEOs a few years ago.  
 
Their risks were bigger in terms of movement across geographies, says Ghose of Aon 
Hewitt. But now, everybody is at risk. That sometimes prompts CEO candidates to 
voice unreasonable expectations. "But when demands are reasonable, severance 
becomes a term of en-gagement," Spearhead's Misra signs off. 
 


